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 Abstract ─ DNS have a crucial role in adequate 

functioning/performance of the Internet. Even though every 

single internet applications rely/trust on ‘Domain-Name-System’ 

for the ‘Name-Resolutions’ yet in this particular infrastructure 

have numerous ‘Security-Vulnerabilities’ with specific severity 

level and influenced by many attacks such as: ‘BIT 

SQUATTING REDIRECTION’, ‘CACHE POISONING’, ‘DNS 

REBINDING’, ‘TYPO SQUATTING REDIRECTION’ etc. 

Suppose what will happen if ‘DNS-Server’ or ‘DNS-Services’ 

gonna compromised? Answer will be all the resources which 

belong to Internet/Intranet/Extranet influenced, has a result 

adverse effect not only for the resources used but to confidential 

data too. One important point is ‘DNS’ aren’t just gonna used for 

having ‘Domain-Names’ w.r.t. logical addresses, but it is also 

utilize to Restrict Unauthorized/Un-Authenticated traffic too. So 

in cyber security arena manageable, trust worthier infrastructure 

of DNS is must. 

Keywords: ─ Adversary, Bit-Squatting, Cache, Denial-Of-

Service, Domain-Name, Eavesdropping, Hijack, Timestamp, 

Time-to-Live, Uniform Resource Locator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

‘Domain-Name-System’ is a critical or essential component 

of the interconnected infrastructure. It is the means by which 

names like e.g. ‘www.abc.com’ are translated into IPv4 

address like e.g. ‘168.192.1.1’ or IPv6 address like e.g. 

‘a8:c0:00:00:00:00:01:01’. In recent year, N/o high impact 
attacks against DNS determined by security analysts [16]. 

But before going through all these let’s have a look on DNS 

detail. How DNS works? When a remote user type a domain 

name into address bar of browser, DNS uses countless DNS 

Servers organized in a hierarchical fashion to convert these 

requests called ‘DNS Queries’ from names into IP 

addresses, which specify the server a remote user will reach 

and which will, in turn, deliver the desired web content to 

that particular user. In this way, the distributed DNS servers 

function like neighbors, directing visitors to the correct 

addresses for whomever they want to visit. On the other hand 

recursive DNS servers act as middle man and get the DNS 
information on the user’s behalf.  
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If the recursive servers has the DNS reference cached, then 
it will answer the DNS query, if not it passes the query to 

the authoritative server to find the information. ‘DNS’ 

Service(s)/Server(s) aren’t just utilized  for generating w.r.t. 

logical address(s) specific domain names, but to 

restrict/block ‘Spam’, & managing ‘Email-Authentication’ 

[8] (i.e. Digital-Signature with appropriate Hash-Function 

work here too in DNS System to prove the authentication, 

the article [12] [13] provides enough information about 

Hash-Functions and Digital-Signature) like ‘DKIM’, 

‘DMARC’, the text records available in ‘DNS’ are most 

probably about enhancing the security service(s) i.e. 

virtually almost every single ‘Web-Application’ or ‘Web-
Service’ is using ‘DNS’. If it will not work appropriately 

then whole interconnected digital communication gonna 

collapse [6]. Due to these primary security requirements the 

privacy of ‘DNS’ infrastructure became core/fundamental 

need of every organization in current ‘Cyber-Security’ 

arena. An authoritative DNS server has the ultimate 

authority over a domain and is responsible for providing 

answers (i.e. IP address information) when the Recursive 

DNS servers forward a DNS Query. Authoritative servers 

are usually managed by web hosting company; both of these 

services work together to route remote user to the desired 
website or web application. Below we’re providing suitable 

diagram how ‘DNS’ resolve client’s query and common 

names used. 

 
Fig 1.1: DNS Working 
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Table 1.1: Top Level Domain-Name 
S. No. Domain-Name Purpose 

1 .biz Business 

2 .com Commercial Organization 

3 .coop Cooperative 

4 .edu Education Institutes 

5 .gov Government Organizations 

6 .info Information 

7 .mil Military 

8 .museum Museum 

9 .net Network Organization 

10 .pro Professional 

The rest of the paper organized in further four sections i.e. 
Section II will discuss about DNS Vulnerabilities, Section 

III about Common Attack on DNS Server and Section IV 

about recent attack on DNS names ‘Karkoff’, then suitable 

Conclusion and References will be there.  

II. DNS VULNERABILITIES 

DNS protocol is query based protocol where authenticity of 

reply is not confirmed by approaches that can be thwarted 

easily. This weakness is generally targeted by attackers to 

launch attacks on DNS protocol/server(s) [1]. 

Bit Squatting Redirection: is when due to a single bit error 

while resolving or processing which may occur due to 
atomic or structural or make faults in the material of 

hardware that can cause alterations in URL (uniform 

resource locator) which can also redirect the clients to any 

malicious website. Other vulnerabilities can be discovered 

and exploited by attacker to practice the DNS Hijack 

methods. 

DNS Cache Poisoning: is vulnerability where DNS cache 

of local DNS source is targeted by attacker to inject 

counterfeit entries in the database to redirect the clients or 

resolvers to malicious websites that infect its victims [2]. 

DNS Rebinding/ID Hacking: At the very first phase 
attacker going to register its domain name (publically) then 

advertise it. In the next phase attacker’s DNS configured in 

such a way that response comes with short TTLs (Time to 

Live) in order to prevent response being cached. When 

client click on the advertised link of attacker’s website 

‘DNS’ resolver provides the specified information 

(IP/Domain-Name) to the client browsers for further 

communications. After receiving the ‘DNS’ replies, the 

browser gonna send ‘HTTP’ request towards the adversary’s 

website. The web-server of adversary’s now responds to 

HTTP request, the client goes to the adversary’s web-

application that includes the Cross-Site script(s) [3]. During 

expiration of ‘DNS’ cache, the script(s) which’re running 

in valid user’s browser gonna invoke a DNS query towards 

adversary’s server. The malicious user’s server replies to 

that ‘DNS’ query that unfortunately ran by valid client’s 

app. with any other ‘Public-IP’ or ‘Internal Network-IP’. 

The response should be forwarded to the client’s browser as 

per rule predefined, then client contacts the IP sent by the 

intruder through another ‘HTTP’ request, requested server 

now responding to client. The script, which is running in 

client’s browser gonna forwards these response(s) from the 

‘Public-Name-Server’ to the adversary’s server i.e. client 
unaware about such passive activities working behind. By 

using that ‘Compromised-User’ or Device the adversary can 

perform any type of conspired activity on ‘Public-Server’. 

Now by ‘DNS-REBINDING-ATTACK’, the malicious user 

can scan the whole internal/external network, compromise 

the host(s) and can be able to launch ‘DoS’, ‘DDoS’ 

(DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICES) attack on any 

public domain. 

Typo Squatting Redirection: is when the client gets 

redirected to a malicious website due to minor typo errors in 

the URL, (i.e. Fig 1.1). 

 
Fig 2.1: Typo Squatting Attack

III. COMMON ATTACKS ON DNS 

The ‘DNS-Hijacking’ (i.e. redirecting DNS) is a conspired 

way of subverting the resolution of ‘Domain-Name-

Systems’ queries. This most probably managed/achieved by 

taking the help of ‘Malware’ (i.e. predefined program for 

performing something unlawful activity) which going to 
overriding particular or set of computer's ‘TCP/IP’ 

configuration in order to point/redirecting upcoming traffic 

towards rogue ‘DNS-Server’ which will be under the full 

control of an adversary, or somehow by altering the actual 

behavior of a trusted DNS server so that, it doesn’t work 

accordingly with ‘Internet-Standards’. Behind such 

alterations there may be many reasons: like to just for 

malicious activity to perform, known as ‘Phishing’, or  
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for self-serving concerns by ‘Internet-Service-Provider(s)’ 

(ISPs) and router based online ‘DNS’ service provider(s) to 

re-direct user’s ‘Web-Traffic’ towards ISP’s own ‘Web-

Server(s) where kind of advertisements (i.e. for making 

money from third party) going to be served, collection of 

statistics etc., and also by ‘DNS-Service-Provider’ to restrict 
access to selected domains as form of censorship. As per the 

study made by IT/Network Security analysts goal behind 

‘DNS’ attack(s) are either to take over 

trustworthy/authoritative ‘DNS-Server’ to Deny-Access to a 

domain or to alter ‘DNS-Services’ to redirect upcoming 

traffic to malicious destinations as well as permit 

adversaries to take control of the ‘DNS’ infrastructure itself, 

with disastrous consequences to the server’s domain and 

third parties. One of the well-known terms: 

ARP-Poisoning: Occurs when a malicious user sends 

falsified ARP (Address-Resolution-Protocol) message(s) 

over ‘Intranet’ (i.e. LAN) to link an attacker’s ‘MAC-
address’ (i.e. Media-Access-Control, at Layer-2) with the 

‘IP’ address (i.e. ‘Internet-Protocol’ at Layer-3) of a 

legitimate device on the interconnected environment. Once 

adversary’s ‘MAC-address’ hand shake to a valid/authentic 

‘IP-address’, the attacker can receive any messages directed 

to the legitimate address of layer-2, 3 devices. As a result, 

the attacker can intercept, alter or block communications to 

the legitimate device.  

Dark-DNS-Attack: Lot’s of issues/disputes about ‘Domain-

Names’ are registered previously especially 

‘TRADEMARK DILEMMA’ is famous one [10] i.e. 

Utilization of ‘TRADEMARKS’ as ‘Domain-Names’ 

without the agreement with trademark owner (This issue 

is called Domain-Name(s) dispute issue). 

Following are few issues: 

 Utilization which exploit/damage an IMAGE of the 

Trademark. 

 Opening CHEAT/MALICIOUS Site(s). 

 Too Expensive dealing of specific ‘Domain-Name’.  

To overcome from these issues/circumstances, the 

Trademark owner(s) registered collection of ‘Domain-

Name(s)’ as MAX as possible than trademark owners usage, 

only specific ‘Domain-Name’ which has most effective 

advertisement actually used and others will be 

garbage/unused. That means it’s possible to prevent 

problems mentioned above, but huge no. of domain names 

remains useless forever. Such domain name’re called ‘Dark-

Domain-Names’. These ‘Dark-Domain-Names’ are useful 

for attacking ‘DNS’ and its effectiveness is serious i.e. high 

severity level.  

Data-Sniffing: That particular attack/technique performs 

very well on ‘LAN’ (i.e. local networks) where utilization of 
layer-2 device called ‘HUB’ takes place merely (─Now 

‘HUB’ become obsolete). As packets transferred within that 

particular network are sent to every single ports of this 

network device (─‘HUB’ have single ‘Broadcast–Domain’), 

all a ‘Sniffer’ (─ Hardware/Software tool to capture data) 

has to do is choose to accept every bit of incoming data for 

further analysis, even though not every packet from w.r.t. 

every particular ‘Source-IP(s)’ are the intended recipients. 

Similarly data from ‘Wireless’ network can be 

captured/altered if it going to broadcast unsecured 

information to every single ‘Network-Ports’. 

DNS-Spoofing: (also known as DNS cache poisoning) here 
attackers will drive the traffic away from real DNS servers 

and redirect them to a pirated server(s), unknown to the 

users/device. This may cause in the corruption/theft of a 

user’s credentials/information. 

Eaves-Dropping: Adversaries are constantly deducing new 

ways with fruitful conceptions to ‘Eavesdrop’ ons digital 

conversations (i.e. analyzing the upcoming traffic which 

takes place b/w at-least two parties, also called ‘Passive-
Attack’). The reason behind is just to find out the loop-hole 

or pattern w.r.t. algorithms used in secure communication in 

order to implement ‘Active-Attack’ afterwards.  ‘Voice-

over-IP’ (VoP) calls which made can be recorded with the 

help of ‘Protocol-Analyzer’. Data which can be converted 

into ‘Audio-Files’ be analyzed by the adversaries/Man-in-

Middle. 

IV. KARKOFF 

Karkoff (New Malware’) developed in .NET, allows 

attacker to execute arbitrary code on compromised hosts 

remotely from their C&C Server. With ‘Karkoff  i.e (new 

‘DNSpionage’) with particular selective targeting 
methodology/technique the hacker group behind the 

infamous  malware campaign has been found running a new 

sophisticated operation that infects selected victims with a 

new variant of the ‘DNSpionage’ malware [13]. First 

uncovered late last year, the ‘DNSpionage’ attacks used 

compromised sites and crafted malicious documents to 

infect victims computer(s) with ‘DNSpionage’ ─ A custom 

remote administrative tool that uses HTTP (Hyper Text 

Transformation Protocol) and DNS(Domain Name 

System) communication to communicate with the attacker-

controlled command and control server. May be what is 
interesting that the ‘Karkoff’ malware generates a log file on 

the victim’s systems which contains a list of all commands it 

has executed with a timestamp(s). These log file can be 

easily used to create a timeline of the command execution 

which can be extremely useful when responding to this type 

of threat. With this in mind, an organization compromised 

with this malware would have the opportunity to review the 

log file and identify the commands carried out against them. 

Till now very less information is available about this attack 

which particularly works on DNS i.e. its overall working, so 

here only bit information we’re provided for that. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we discuss about the fundamental behind 

‘DNS’ and it’s Services, Vulnerabilities in ‘DNS’, various 

challenges w.r.t. common Attacks discussed, the purpose of 

this study work is to understand existing ‘DNS’ security 

aegis and to find out core conceptions for secure deployment 

of ‘DNS’ using ‘Digital-Signatures’ (for Authenticity) to 

DNS Data, defending against existing/new attacks. Apart 

from these two strong focuses given on small study of 

Karkoff about which very less information available, which 

is a type of malware specially work in DNS system. Lots of 

efforts required to work against this malware in order to 
implement security on DNS. 
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